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An earthquake is an event of dynamic, unstable slip that releases elastic
energy stored in the earth’s crust. This abrupt energy release requires the
weakening of the slipping fault that is manifested by a strength drop from a
static level to a dynamic level. The fault weakening occurs in two general
zones: The rupture-front at the earthquake tip, and the frictional zone in the
wake of the propagating front. Here, we analyze the weakening processes of
the rupture-front in experimental stick-slips, and compare these processes to
the weakening in the frictional zone. Our experimental analysis focuses on
high-speed monitoring (1 MHz) of the strain-fields associated with spontaneous,
unstable ruptures propagating bilaterally from a nucleation site along a circular
fault. The ruptures propagated at velocities ranging from slow (~100 m/s) to
super-shear, and the fault weakening by the rupture-front, defined by WS =
[strength drop/peak strength], is proportional to the rupture propagation
velocity. WS ranged 0.08-0.58 during tiny slip-displacements of 3.7-43 µm, in
agreement with similar weakening intensity in a few sets of dynamic rupture
experiments. In contrast, frictional weakening, which is traditionally analyzed in
constant-velocity experiments, requires slip-displacements in the range of 0.1-
10 m to reach similar weakening intensity. Therefore, in terms of slip-
displacements, rupture-front weakening is more efficient than frictional
weakening by orders of magnitude. Further, we observed that a rupture-front
transported its intense weakening from a nucleation site to the entire
experimental fault, and we argue that the equivalent process can occur along
natural faults. If the rupture of a tiny earthquake, e.g., M < -5, is of similar scale
and intensity as the experimental ruptures, it can locally weaken the host fault,
and by doing so could serve as an earthquake nucleus. However, these tiny
earthquakes could nucleate large ones only if sufficient elastic energy is
available in the surrounding crust for frictional sliding dissipation.

We used a low-velocity capability of the rotary shear apparatus (ROGA)
(Reches and Lockner, 2010) with the stepper-motor driven arm that can load
the circular faults at 0.25-1000 µm/s (Figure 2A). Spontaneous stick-slips were
generated on both rock faults and PMMA faults. Mechanical data of normal and
shear stresses, shear displacement were recorded at 3-5 kHz rate. Seismic
radiation was recorded by 3-component accelerometers at 1 MHz rate. To
monitor dynamic rupture, we employ an array of ten 3-component strain
gauges at the lower block of the PMMA fault at 1 MHz rate (Figure 2D, 2E).
Individual strain gauge allow high-resolution monitoring of strain field (Figure
2F) (εxx, εyy, and εxy) and time difference between strain gauges can determine
rupture propagation velocity (Figure 2G).
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Figure 5. A. Dynamic fault
weakening during stick-slips and
friction tests in PMMA and granite
faults as function of slip
displacement (maximum slip of 1
mm). B. Comparison of dynamic
weakening between RF and FS as
functions of slip displacement.

Experimental stick–slips include: 1) a sticking phase of gradual energy build-up,
and 2) a spontaneous, unstable slipping event of energy release. Brace &
Byerlee analyzed experimental stick-slips and realized the similarities between
stick-slips and earthquakes (Figure 1) and stated “Stick–slip as a mechanism
for earthquakes” (Brace & Byerlee, 1966, Science).

Despite its appealing features, the stick-slip model is not commonly used in
earthquakes modeling. Instead, earthquake analyses utilize the friction concept.

We analyzed stick-slips on a rotary configuration, and show that:
(1)Stick-slips are asperity-failure process controlled by fault surface

roughness, (Chen et al., 2020)
and

(1)Dynamic fault-weakening induced by dynamic rupturing is way more
efficient than frictional weakening and could be the dominant mode of
earthquake nucleation (Chen et al., 2021).
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Figure 2. (A). The experimental system. The rotary shear apparatus (ROGA) is equipped with load cell (1),
torque sensor, magnetic clutch (3), stepper motor arm (4), and high-frequency strain sampling hardware (5). (B)-
(C) The granite sample has a ring-shape contact, and fault displacements both along and normal to the shear
directions are monitored by eddy current sensors. (D-E) Dynamic rupture monitoring on the PMMA fault with 10
sets of 3-component strain gauges 3 mm away from fault surface along the lower block. (F-G) Both local rupture
features (F) and overall rupture speed (G) can be monitored.

Two modes of stick-slips were observed. (1) Periodic stick-slips display repeatable, systematic periodicity that is
controlled by normal stress and loading rate (Figure 3A). Each event is well correlated with the acceleration
signal (Figure 3C). (2) Non-periodic stick-slips are irregular and unrepeatable, with no dependence on normal
stress or loading rate, and often occurs when the fault is creeping (Figure 3B). The short duration of these non-
periodic events result in very high peak velocity.

Note that the stress-strain evolution during a typical stick-slip includes three stages similar to rock deformation
tests (Figure 3D-3F): elastic loading (stick), yield until peak strength (premonitory slip), and the co-seismic slip.

Figure 3. Experimental observation of stick-slips. Periodic stick-slips (A, C) are controlled by normal stress and
loading rate. Non-periodic stick-slips show unpredictable patterns and have more creep components than
periodic stick-slips. The three-stage loading is analogous to triaxial rock deformation tests of both intact rock (E)
and sawcut fault (F).

Asperity failure as micromechanics of stick-slips
The fault contacts are at the micro-sized touching asperities (Figure 4A). We
view stick-slips as asperity lock-failure-relock processes (Figure 4B-4D) that is
related to fault roughness and rock strength. Our analysis indicates:
A. The strength of fault asperities is 400-1,000 MPa based on the shear and
normal stresses and the contact area of touching asperities.
B. The rock hardness, H, appears as an effective variable in characterization
of fracture tendency of fault asperities. Hardness is measured at small scales,
that are relevant to the asperities’ size, and it integrates few failure properties.
C. The analysis explains why fragmentation and wear can be reduced by
surface smoothing that reduces the asperities inclination, and increases the
real contact area, as both these geometric features reduce local stresses and
fracture tendency (Boneh et al., 2014, Chen et al., 2013).
D. According to the present model, the stress-drop during stick-slip is
determined by the distances between locking asperities, and controlled by the
system stiffness. This inference could have significant implications to fault
behavior. The distances between potentially locking asperities depend on fault
roughness. As these distances are larger on a smooth fault, it is anticipated
that a smooth fault will generate more intense (stress-drop and slip-distance)
stick-slips than a rough fault in the same system. We thus speculate that
quantification of fault roughness in terms of both power spectral density and
local slope could predict the intensity of the stick-slips.
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Figure 4. surface topography of the
granite fault (A) and the asperity-
failure model for stick-slips (B-D).

Application: earthquake process from nucleation to mega-slip 

Dynamic fault weakening occurs in two zones: rupture-front (RF) of the propagating event, and frictional slip (FS) in the wake
of the RF. We analyzed the RF weakening (Figure 2F) and recognized four types of RF:
I. A nucleation rupture is characterized by intense stress drop without preceding stress rise. From the nucleation site, the
rupture propagates bilaterally along the ring fault (Figure 2G).
II. Slow ruptures propagate at velocities up to a few hundreds of m/s, that display gentle and slow rise-and-drop of stress.
III. Sub-Rayleigh ruptures propagate at velocities up to 1270 m/s with distinct initial rise and stress oscillations (Figure 2F),
as predicted by linear elastic fracture mechanics.
IV. Supershear ruptures propagate at a velocity faster than shear wave speed (1350 m/s) with initial rise, intense stress
drop, and no oscillations.

Stick-slips at local patches induce local rupture
propagation (tiny earthquakes), which reflects
local heterogeneity of stress, strength, and
composition.

A local rupture could serve as a nucleus of a
large earthquake, or remain a tiny event,
depending on the stored energy in the fault-
size system.

The magnitude of an earthquake depends on
the amount of elastic energy available for slip
dissipation in the trailing frictional zone behind
the RF. Frictional weakening would amplify the
energy release and will thus allow for the
increase of the earthquake magnitude.

Earthquake will stop (or overshoot) depending
on the amount of available regional energy
relatively to the dissipating processes.

1) Rupture-front weakening is proportional to its propagation velocity; most intense weakening by supershear ruptures.
2) Experimental stick-slip and ruptures revealed intense strength drops up to 70% during short slip-displacements (< 1 mm).
3) Fault weakening by stick-slip and rupture events is orders-of-magnitude more efficient than fault weakening by frictional sliding.
4) A tiny in-situ rupture provides can nucleate an earthquake of magnitude dependence on the available elastic energy.

Figure 1. Force-displacement
curve showing stick-slips during
a triaxial compression test on a
saw-cut fault (Brace & Byerlee,
1966).
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The analysis indicates:
I. The fault weakening is proportional to the rupture propagation

velocity, in agreement with several previous studies.
II. We plotted the fault weakening (W = [shear stress drop/shear stress

peak]) in our experiments with data from few experimental datasets
of stick-slips and ruptures along granite faults that cover a wide
range of normal stress of 0.5-177 MPa (Figure 5A-5B). They all
show intense weakening, up to 70% of the static strength during
slip displacement < 1 mm.

III. We compared of dynamic weakening of rupture and stick-slip
(Figure 5A) with frictional weakening in traditional rotary experiments
(Figure 5B). This comparison indicates that dynamic, unstable
events can produce a similar intensity of fault weakening during slip-
displacements that are orders-of-magnitude smaller than required by
stable frictional slip tests (right side, Figure 5B). Therefore, in terms
of slip displacement, the dynamic, unstable events, manifested
by rupture fronts and stick-slips, are more efficient than stable
or semi-stable fault slip.
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